Cloud Optimize
Organizations are investing heavily in the cloud – but is that money being well
spent? Sure, the cloud has proven to be a worthy destination for a variety of
data sets and workflows. Yet, cloud spend and cloud usage haven’t always
stayed in lockstep. Far too many cloud environments have ended up over
provisioned and underutilized as excitement about the cloud has grown.
Instead
of delivering
on the promise of a more nimble, secure, and modern
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technology environment, for some organizations, the cloud has become a
resource drain.
Cloud-based solutions such as IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS absolutely have a valuable
role to play in today’s business world – provided those investments are regularly
reviewed and augmented. Arraya’s Cloud Optimize Services give businesses the
framework and support they need to do just that. These services utilize a
combination of assessment, remediation, and management tools to ensure
organizations are using the cloud to their full business advantage.
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two week assessment
focuses on optimizing existing monthly cloud spend or
enterprise agreements. That is coupled with a quick check of cloud boundary
This two week assessment focuses on optimizing existing monthly cloud spend or
security. After these assessments concludes organizations will receive a
enterprise agreements. That is coupled with a quick check of cloud boundary
customized roadmap of detailing how to continue building a secure, optimized
security. After these assessments conclude, organizations will receive a customized
cloud environment.
roadmap detailing how to continue building a secure, optimized cloud
environment.
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Unsure of where to go in the cloud? Arraya will leverage our strategic partnerships
and a host of KPIs and metrics – to find the right cloud choice for a given use case.
and breadth of experience – as well as industry requirements, organizational needs,
and a host of KPIs and metrics – to find the right cloud choice for a given use case.
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